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Date: Thu, 19 Sep 200212:06:33 -0400 (EDT)
From: ”Richard B. Pelz <pelz\copyright jove.rutgers.edu>
To: “Francissen, Diddel (ELS)”<D.Francissen\copyright e1sevier.com>
cc:”’Shigeo Kida <kida\copyright toki.theory.nifs.ac.jp>
Subject: RE:FDR (animation)
Dear Ms. Fransissen and Shigeo,
Ibelieve my email of Sept 16 to Shigeo contains all replies to questions,
perhaps it was overlooked.: Ishall summarize.
Animation: Iam in favor of it. Ihave questions about the format and
extent of text which would accompany apublication, however.
Meeting: Ishall certainly be able to travel to the NY area for ameeting
in December. November is still questionable due to heart surgery Sept 24.
Regards,
-r
Date: Thu, 19 Sep 200220:48:27-0400 (EDT)
From: Richard B. Pelz <pelz\copyright jove.rutgers.edu>
To: Shigeo Kida <kida\copyright toki.theory.nifs.ac.jp $>$
Subject.\cdot RE: FDR (animation)
Dear Shigeo,
I’ll resend my Sept 16 email.:
About the meeting with Diddle, Iwould suggest that Imeet her in person and
we both can have aconversation with you on the phone at that time. Lets she if
she would agree with that.
Concerning the FDR biofluiddynamcis issue, the candidates that you have
contacted are great. Since Iam currently deeply interested in the fluid dynamics
of the heart, Iwas going to ask my surgeon whether he could suggest a
candidate who could write about fluid physics of the heart: important
outstanding problems. What do you think?
Regards,-
31
